### Revised:

**Day** | **8am-9am** | **9am-10am** | **10am-11am** | **11am-12pm** | **12pm-1pm** | **1pm-2pm** | **2pm-3pm** | **3pm-4pm** | **4pm-5pm** | **5pm-6pm** | **6pm-7pm** | **7pm-8pm**
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
**Monday** | UCCD1003 (P1) #20 E207A | UCCD1003 (P2) #20 E207A | UCCN1003 (P1) #25 Odd (P2) #25 Even E204A |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  
**Tuesday** | UAIE1113 (L) #43 H107 | UCCD1003 (L) #60 IDK6 | UALL1053 (L) #17 H109 | UCCD1133 (L) #60 IDK6 | UCCN1003 (L) #60 IDK6 |  |  |  |  |  |  |  
**Wednesday** | UAIE1113 (T1) #22 H106 | UAIE1113 (T2) #21 H106 | UCCN1003 (P3) #10 Odd E204B | MPW2113 (L) #4 E102 | UALL1053 (L) #13 H109 |  |  |  |  |  |  |  
**Thursday** | UCCD1203 (P1) #20 E207A | UCCD1203 (P2) #20 E207A | UCCD1133 (L) #60 IDK6 | UCCD1133 (T1) #20 H109 | UCCD1133 (T2) #20 H109 | UCCD1133 (T3) #20 H109 | UCCN1003 (L) #60 DDK1 |  |  |  |  |  
**Friday** | UCCD1003 (L) #50 E009 | UCCD1003 (P3) #20 E207B | UCCD1133 (T1) #20 H109 | UCCD1133 (T2) #20 H109 | UCCD1133 (T3) #20 H109 |  |  |  |  |  |  |  
**Saturday** | UALL1053 (L) #17 H107 | UAIE1003 (T) #6 H001 | UALL1053 (T2) #30 H002 |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  

**Core**
- **UCCD1003** PROGRAMMING CONCEPTS AND DESIGN 2L+2P Dr Sim (L) / Ms Mak LF (P) CNY1T1, CTY1T1, CSY1T1, IAY1T1
- **UCCD1133** INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER ORGANISATION AND ARCHITECTURE 3L+1T Ms Hoo Meei Hao (L) / Ms Ashivini Devi (T) CNY1T1, Y1T2, CSY1T1, Y1T2, IAY1T1, Y1T2
- **UCCD1203** DATABASE DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATIONS 2L+2P Ms Ling Hui (L), Ms Yap SG (P) IAY1T1, IBY1T1
- **UCCN1003** DATA COMMUNICATIONS AND NETWORKS 3L+3P Ms Wong SW (L), Mr TS Yuan (P) CNY1T1, Y1T2, CTY1T1, Y1T2, Y3T2, CSY1T1, Y1T2, IAY1T1, Y1T2, IBY1T1, Y1T2

**BIAFE04** (Choose One)
- **UAIE1113** ENGLISH FOR INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 2L+1.5T Mr Pritam Singh (T) / Ms Yolanda Hiew (L) IAY1T1, IBY1T1 (max : 43)
- **UALL1053** CRITICAL READING AND THINKING 2L+1.5T Ms Ng Yoke Ying IAY1T1, IBY1T1 (max : 17)

**LANGXXX3** (Choose One)
- **MPW2113** BAHASA KEBANGSAAN (A) 3L Pn Hanisah (max : 4)
- **MPW2123** BAHASA KEBANGSAAN (B) 3L
- **UALM1003** NATIONAL LANGUAGE 2L+1.5T Mr Gangadurai (max : 13)
- **UALJ2013** INTRODUCTION TO JAPANESE 2L+1.5T Ms Chong Sow Choo (L) / Ms Lee Poh Yuen (T) (max : 30)
- **UALF1003** INTRODUCTION TO FRENCH 2L+1.5T Mr Mohd Ridzuan Abdul Malek (max : 6)
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